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Abstract. Accurate real-time information of wheel slip angle is essential for various active 
stability control systems. A number of techniques have been proposed to enhance quality 
of GPS based estimation. This paper exhibits a novel cost-effective strategy of individual 
wheel slip angle estimation for a rear-wheel-drive (RWD) vehicle. At any slip condition, 
the slip angle can be estimated using only measurement of steering angle, front wheel 
rolling speeds, yaw rate, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, without requiring GPS data. 
On the basis of zero longitudinal slip at the both front tires, the closed-form solutions for 
direct computation of wheel slip angles were derived via kinematic analysis of a planar 
four-wheel vehicle, and then primarily verified by computational simulation with 
prescribed functions of radius of curvature, vehicle speed, sideslip and steering angle. 
Neither integration nor tire friction model is required for this estimation methodology. In 
terms of implementation, a 1:10th scaled RWD vehicle was modified so that the steering 
angle, the front wheel rolling speeds, the vehicle yaw rate and the linear accelerations could 
be measured. Preliminary experiment was done on extremely random sideslip maneuvers 
beneath the global positioning using four recording cameras. By comparing with the 
vision-based reference, the individual wheel slip angles could be well estimated despite 
extreme tire slip. Other vehicle state variables—i.e., radius of curvature, vehicle sideslip 
and speed—might be obtained from kinematic relations. This proposed estimation 
methodology could then be alternatively applied for the full range slip angle estimation in 
advanced chassis control applications. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays, a number of active safety systems for vehicle motion control have been successively developed 
by several automobile manufacturers and commercialized into general modern passenger cars in order to 
improve driving performance, stability and controllability despite emergency extreme slip maneuvers. All of 
the existent advanced chassis control applications such as the vehicle stability control system or electronic 
stability program (ESP) [1, 2], the vehicle dynamics control system (VDC) [3], the yaw stability control 
system (YSC) and some other systems [4, 5] determine their control algorithms by feedback of some 
dynamic state variables e.g., lateral acceleration, vehicle yaw rate and sideslip. Since performances of such 
the systems could be dramatically improved from more accurate state information, great endeavor is being 
directed towards developing reliable state estimation methodologies. 
Using micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMs) accelerometer and gyroscope, the lateral acceleration 
and the vehicle yaw rate could be directly measured respectively. However the obtained yaw rate usually 
contains significant error. In practical, the yaw rate was generally estimated via application of a global 
positioning system (GPS) with fusing of some on-vehicle sensors—e.g., steering angle sensor, ABS wheel-
speed sensors, and inertial measurement unit (IMU), as proposed in the automotive navigation systems [6–
8]. These sensors offer little correction to the GPS position solution; however, are primarily required when 
GPS data is unavailable such as between tall buildings, underneath trees, inside a parking structure and 
under a bridge. On the basis of zero sideslip, the estimator developed in [6] used GPS heading and velocity 
to estimate rear wheel radii while the GPS signal was available by taking ratio of the GPS velocity and wheel 
angular velocities followed by using the obtained wheel radii to estimate the heading while GPS signal was 
unavailable. 
Vehicle sideslip is the angle the vehicle velocity makes with its longitudinal axis at the center of gravity 
whereas the wheel slip angle is the angle between the tire velocity vector and the wheel direction [9]. Since 
too high slip angle could reduce the tire ability to generate lateral tire force, slip angle control system for 
preventing sideslip from becoming too large is undoubtedly crucial. Not only the vehicle yaw rate but also 
the sideslip are required for control logics of the systems [10–12], especially for the slip angle control 
system [2]. Although the vehicle sideslip might be obtained from application of an optical or a radar 
Doppler speed-over-ground sensor [13, 14], both equipment are still considered as so expensive for 
ordinary automotive applications as mentioned in [15, 16]. 
In order to compensate the lack of direct measurement due to current technical constraints, sideslip 
estimation strategies by integrating two-antenna GPS with some typical on-vehicle sensors available for 
chassis control applications are the current state-of-the-art. A number of techniques have been proposed to 
enhance quality of the GPS-based sideslip estimation. For example, the vehicle sideslip was estimated from 
the different angle between a GPS velocity heading and a yaw heading integrated from gyro measurement 
in [17] via a kinematic Kalman filter. Building on the framework of [17], another model-based Kalman filter 
with correctly identified vehicle model parameters was developed in [18] to estimate not only sideslip but 
also yaw rate and tire cornering stiffness from the measured steering angle and GPS heading, despite time-
varying weight distribution and tire friction coefficient. In addition, sideslip estimation was used to estimate 
vehicle roll parameters in [19] and was applied for the vehicle stability control system in [20]. Later, the 
combination of the GPS-based and the model-based observer for sideslip estimation was proposed in [15] 
where the GPS was firstly employed to estimate gyro bias during straight driving. Primarily, sideslip was 
estimated by comparing the GPS course angle to the gyro heading integrated from the yaw rate. Accurate 
sideslip was obtained from the designed linear observer the states of which were vehicle heading and gyro 
bias whereas the input was the measured yaw rate. Lastly, the high update rate estimation of vehicle sideslip, 
tire slip angle and vehicle attitude, which could overcome the effect of vehicle roll and road slant, was 
developed in [16] where the vehicle roll and heading were measured by a two-antenna GPS. The vehicle 
sideslip estimated via a kinematic Kalman filter was used to identify the tire cornering stiffness; also, the 
bicycle model parameters were estimated from a separated algorithm. 
Without GPS of the automotive navigation system, more cost-effective sideslip estimation strategies 
using merely on-vehicle sensors are a vital technology developed in common practice for ordinary 
commercial vehicle applications. The proposed methodologies for vehicle sideslip estimation can be 
categorized into kinematics-based method and model-based method. The kinematics-based or integration 
method estimates sideslip by integrating its first time derivative derived via kinematic relation of yaw rate, 
lateral acceleration and longitudinal speed [1, 2, 21–23]. This method is robust against inaccuracy of vehicle 
model parameters, extreme maneuver and uncertainty of tire friction characteristic due to various road 
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surfaces. However, integration of noise signals or bias sensing error might cause accumulated error as drift; 
also, vehicle roll and road bank angle could affect the accuracy of estimation. On the other hand, the 
model-based method which estimates sideslip via various types of observer [24, 25] is relatively robust 
against sensing error and noise signals; moreover, it can overcome the error due to vehicle roll and road 
bank. However, the quality of estimation strongly depends on the accuracy of the vehicle and tire model 
parameters. Since most of the model-based estimation methods—i.e., linear state observer [26, 28] and 
Kalman filter—relying on a linear vehicle model can work efficiently only under nominal vehicle operating 
conditions where tires operate within the linear slip-friction characteristic but no longer work reliably when 
the vehicle is skidding and the slip angle becomes large, other types of observer developed based on the 
extended nonlinear vehicle model such as nonlinear observer [29–33], extended Kalman filter [34], 
extended Luenberger observer and sliding-mode or adaptive observer have been proposed to overcome 
these constraints caused by the nonlinear tire characteristic. Nevertheless, these methods are too 
complicated and still have large error due to model parameters mismatching. In spite of estimation 
difficulties due to influence of relative road slant and nonlinear tire characteristic, the combination of both 
kinematics-based method and model-based method has been proposed as the combined method [3, 5, 35–
41]. Furthermore, an alternative direct virtual sensor (DVS) [42, 43] was designed, based on the idea of a 
two-step procedure: direct identifying vehicle model exploiting measurement of on-vehicle sensors and 
observer design based on the estimated model, for sideslip estimation of general vehicle. 
In this manuscript, a novel concept of kinematics-based analytical closed-form solution which could 
provide the cost-effective estimation methodology for the individual wheel slip angle of a rear-wheel-drive 
(RWD) vehicle will be proposed. At any slip condition, the slip angle can be estimated using only the 
measured data of steering angle, front wheel speeds, vehicle yaw rate, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, 
without requiring GPS data. Since neither vehicle nor tire friction model is used in the estimation, both the 
error due to inaccuracy of model parameter and the error caused by extreme slip maneuver could be 
completely avoided. Besides, accumulation of gyro bias sensing error will not appear because no integration 
is required. However, appropriate filter is still needed for practical usage because the errors caused by 
measurement inaccuracies of the yaw rate and the accelerations are always present. From the obtained 
wheel slip angles, all dynamic state variables—i.e., radius of curvature, vehicle sideslip and speed—could be 
directly computed through kinematic relations. The proposed estimation concept could then be 
alternatively applied for the full range slip angle estimation in various chassis control applications dealing 
with extreme tire slip. For example, the automatic drifting controller [44] developed on the basis of steady 
state drifting dynamics proposed in [45] and [46] accordingly. 
In the entire of this paper, derivation of the kinematics-based analytical closed-form solution for an 
individual free-rolling front wheel slip angle, written as a function of some measurable dynamic variables—
i.e., steering angle, front wheel rolling speeds, vehicle yaw rate, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, will be 
firstly described followed by the kinematic relations used for ensuing estimation of the both rear wheel slip 
angles. The results of computational validation for the obtained analytical solutions will be shown. After 
that, specification of the developed 1:10th scaled testing vehicle used for preliminary implementation and 
experiment will be briefly depicted, followed by the verification results of the developed estimation strategy.  
 
2. Kinematics-Based Analytical Closed-Form Solution 
 
In this study, the closed-form solutions for individual wheel slip angle estimation of a rear-wheel-drive 
vehicle were derived via kinematic analysis of a planar four-wheel vehicle as illustrated in Fig. 1 where the 
considered vehicle parameters and dynamic variables—i.e., distances, velocities, angles and angular rate—
with their positive sign conventions are displayed. In the figure, the vehicle is moving about an 
instantaneous center zero velocity (ICZV) with the yaw rate  ̇ measured positive in the counter-clockwise 
direction. The     coordinate is the moving frame affixed to the vehicle body at its center of gravity 
(CG), where the  -axis lies on the longitudinal direction pointing toward the vehicle heading and the  -axis 
is oriented in the lateral direction. At the vehicle CG, the     coordinate is the other moving frame which 
always changes its orientation so that the  -axis points toward the direction of vehicle velocity  ⃗    and the 
 -axis is normal to the velocity and points toward the ICZV. The considered vehicle has longitudinal 
distances measured from the CG to the front axle and to the rear axle denoted by    and    respectively. 
Lateral distance between the left and the right wheels is also denoted by the track width . The relative 
distance from the ICZV to the vehicle CG is denoted by    . In the similar way, the relative distances 
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from the ICZV to the ground contact points of the front left and front right wheels are denoted by     and 
    respectively. The vehicle velocity  ⃗    is perpendicular to the direction of the relative distance    . The 
angle from the instant vehicle heading to the direction of the vehicle velocity  ⃗    is denoted by the vehicle 
sideslip   measured positive in the clockwise direction. Likewise, the local velocities of the front left wheel 
 ⃗    and of the front right wheel  ⃗    are perpendicular to the directions of the relative distances     and     
respectively. The front left wheel slip angle     and the front right wheel slip angle     are the angles 
measured in the clockwise direction from the instant wheel rolling directions to the front left wheel velocity 
 ⃗    and to the front right wheel velocity  ⃗    respectively. The steering angle   measured from the vehicle 
heading direction to the wheel rolling direction is also positive in the clockwise direction. Finally, the local 
velocities of the front left wheel  ⃗    and of the front right wheel  ⃗    can be decomposed into the 
components in the wheel rolling directions as  ⃗      and  ⃗      respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a four-wheel vehicle cornering on plane. 
 
2.1. Estimation of Front Wheel Slip Angles 
 
Derivation of the kinematics-based analytical closed-form solutions for the individual free-rolling front 
wheel slip angles, written as functions of the steering angle control input   and some measurable dynamic 
variables—i.e., the front wheel rolling speeds       and      , the vehicle yaw rate  ̇, the longitudinal 
acceleration    and the lateral acceleration   —will be described in this section. 
Firstly, let us consider the vehicle velocity at the CG, magnitudes of the longitudinal and lateral 
velocities can be written as expressions of the vehicle speed sideslip as Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).  
 
    | ⃗   |           (1) 
    | ⃗   |           (2) 
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Then, we consider the local velocities at the both front wheels, magnitudes of the front right and front left 
wheel velocities can be written as functions of the measurable wheel rolling speeds and the unknown wheel 
slip angles as Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) respectively. 
| ⃗   |               ⁄      (3) 
| ⃗   |                ⁄      (4) 
The local velocities at the front right and front left wheels can be composed from the combination of the 
longitudinal and lateral components, corresponding to the magnitudes of the wheel steering angle and their 
unknown tire slip angles, as Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) respectively. 
 ⃗      | ⃗   |    (     )  ̂    | ⃗   |    (     )  ̂    (5) 
 ⃗       | ⃗   |    (     )  ̂    | ⃗   |    (     )  ̂    (6) 
Since the wheel rolling speeds are simply obtained on the basis of zero longitudinal slip at the both front 
tires, we should remind that the obtained analytical solutions for direct computation of the individual wheel 
slip angles would attain accurate estimation only when no driving or braking torque is applied to the both 
front wheels. 
In the following, the closed-form solution for estimation of the front right wheel slip angle will be 
derived. The vehicle velocity at CG can be composed from the front right wheel velocity and the relative 
velocity as Eq. (7). By substitution of Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) into Eq. (7), the vehicle velocity at CG can be 
written as Eq. (8). Thus, magnitudes of the longitudinal and lateral velocities are as Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) 
respectively. 
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The squared magnitude of the vehicle velocity in Eq. (11) can be written as Eq. (12) by substitution of the 
longitudinal velocity magnitude from Eq. (9) and the lateral velocity magnitude from Eq. (10). 
| ⃗   |
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Consider correlation between the moving frame     coordinate and the moving frame     coordinate; 
normal acceleration of vehicle can be written as a function of longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration 
and vehicle sideslip in Eq. (13). By neglecting the rate of change of the vehicle sideslip ( ̇   ), the normal 
acceleration can also be simply written as a function of the radius of curvature and the vehicle yaw rate in 
Eq. (14). By substitution of Eq. (14) into the left hand side of Eq. (13) and substitution of the trigonometric 
functions in the right hand side of Eq. (13) by the product of substitution Eq. (9) into Eq. (1) and the 
product of substitution Eq. (10) into Eq. (2), the correlation of normal acceleration can be written as Eq. 
(15) which can be transformed to Eq. (16). 
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By multiplying the yaw rate  ̇ throughout Eq. (12), the obtained product can be equalized with Eq. (16). 
Then, the constructed equation can be simplified to the quadratic form in Eq. (17) with the coefficients 
prescribed by Eq. (18) to Eq. (20). 
     
                        (17) 
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The roots of Eq. (17) can be simply obtained from the quadratic formula in Eq. (21). The closed-from 
analytical solution for slip angle estimation of the front right wheel can be written as Eq. (22) with the 
coefficients prescribed in Eq. (18) to Eq. (20) consequently. 
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Using similar way of derivation, the closed-form analytical solution for estimation of the front left wheel 
slip angle can also be obtained as written in Eq. (23) with the coefficients prescribed by Eq. (24) to Eq. (26). 
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From the measurable front wheel rolling speeds, steering angle and the obtained information of the both 
front wheel slip angles, magnitudes of the front right and left wheel velocities can directly be investigated by 
using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) respectively. In addition, the velocity vectors at the both front wheels can be 
composed using Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). The other wheel slip angles at the both rear tires can also be derived 
via relative velocities as will be described. 
 
2.2. Estimation of Rear Wheel Slip Angles 
 
Derivation of the kinematics-based analytical closed-form solutions for the individual rear wheel slip angles, 
from the obtained information of the front wheel slip angles, will be described in this section. 
The local velocity at the rear right wheel can be related to the front right wheel velocity through their 
relative velocity as the kinematic relation shown in Eq. (27). By substitution of Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) into Eq. 
(27), Eq. (28) can be attained and could then be transformed to Eq. (29). As a result, the rear right wheel 
slip angle can directly be estimated using information of the estimated front right wheel slip angle, the 
measurable front right wheel rolling speed and the steering angle consequently. 
 ⃗       ⃗      (  ̇) ̂    (      )  ̂     (27) 
 ⃗      [
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)     (29) 
Using similar way of derivation, the closed-form analytical solution for estimation of the rear left wheel slip 
angle can also be obtained as Eq. (30) where the individual wheel slip angle can directly be estimated using 
information of the estimated front left wheel slip angle, the measurable front left wheel rolling speed and 
the steering angle eventually.  
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)     (30) 
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To summarize, the kinematics-based analytical closed-form solutions for slip angle estimation of the 
individual wheels—i.e., the front right wheel, the front left wheel, the rear right wheel and the rear left 
wheel—are proposed in Eq. (22), Eq. (23), Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) respectively. 
 
3. Computational Validation 
 
In this section, primary validation of the previously derived closed-form solutions for the individual wheel 
slip angle estimation will be discussed. The verification was archived by computational simulation using 
MATLAB. 
In the simulation, the steering angle control input and the three dynamic state variables—i.e., radius of 
curvature, vehicle speed and sideslip—were prescribed by sinusoidal functions with different amplitude and 
frequency as illustrated in Fig. 2. Between 10 seconds of the total simulation time period, the radius of 
curvature was varied from 5 meters to 95 meters. The vehicle speed was varied from 5 kilometers per hour 
to 95 kilometers per hour. The sideslip was varied from 2 degrees to 58 degrees in the clockwise direction 
whereas the steering angle was varied from 5 degrees in the counterclockwise direction to 25 degrees in the 
clockwise direction. The prescribed functions were specified to oscillate with different frequencies so that 
the simulated vehicle would incur with extremely random motion, as trajectory plotted on the horizontal 
    plane shown in Fig. 3. At the beginning of simulation, the vehicle was placed at the origin of the 
global coordinate    . The time interval taken for vehicle translation between any couple of adjacent 
points displayed in the figure was 0.5 seconds consistently. 
As previously mentioned in the above that information of the steering angle and some measurable 
dynamic variables—i.e., the front wheel rolling speeds, the vehicle yaw rate, the longitudinal and the lateral 
accelerations—are required for the individual wheel slip angle estimation using the proposed kinematics-
based analytical closed-form solutions. In this simulation, practical measurement of these dynamic variables 
was replaced by the direct computation from the prescribed functions using kinematic relations, as the 
results plotted in Fig. 4. 
According to the prescribed function of steering angle and the obtained time-varying functions of the 
measurable dynamic variables, the individual wheel slip angles of the both front wheels can directly be 
estimated from the proposed Eq. (22) and Eq. (23). By using the vehicle parameters in Table 1, the front 
right wheel slip angle and the front left wheel slip angle were estimated and compared with the absolute 
velocity-based references computed from the magnitudes of the wheel longitudinal and lateral velocities, as 
the results exhibited in Fig. 5. 
 
Table 1. The vehicle parameters used in this computational simulation. 
Parameter Value 
Distance from the CG to the front axle        1.13 
Distance from the CG to the rear axle        1.39 
Track width      1.46 
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Fig. 2. Prescribed functions of the steering angle control input and the three dynamic state variables. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Trajectory plot of the simulated vehicle with random motion on the horizontal     plane. 
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Fig. 4. Necessary dynamic variables directly computed from the prescribed functions via kinematic 
relations. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Estimated individual front wheel slip angles comparing with the absolute velocity-based references. 
 
Consider the simulated estimation results in Fig. 5; both of the estimated front right wheel slip angle 
and the estimated front left wheel slip angle are completely fit with the absolute velocity-based references 
computed from the magnitudes of the wheel longitudinal and lateral velocities. However, there is another 
important notice of using these analytical closed-form solutions for the individual wheel slip angle 
estimation. According to the proposed Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), appropriate switching algorithm should be 
designated whether the square root value must be added to or subtracted from the first term. To 
summarize, the positive sign must be used in Eq. (22) if the value of    in Eq. (19) is zero or positive. On 
the other hand, the negative sign must be used in Eq. (22) if the    is negative. In a similar way, the positive 
sign must be used in Eq. (23) if the value of    in Eq. (25) is zero or positive. On the other hand, the 
negative sign must be used in Eq. (23) if the    is negative. 
According to the simulation, individual front wheel slip angles could be accurately estimated by the 
developed analytical closed-form solution with appropriate switching algorithm. However, completely 
accurate information of the necessary dynamic variables—i.e., the front wheel rolling speeds, the vehicle 
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yaw rate, the longitudinal and the lateral accelerations—could not be obtained in common practice despite 
highly reliable measurement methods. 
 
4. Preliminary Implementation 
 
In order to promote the proposed wheel slip angle estimation strategy for practical use, preliminary 
implementation must be examined. In this study, the testing system was developed on a 1:10th scaled 
vehicle, the technical specification of which will be described in this section. Preliminary experiment was 
also done on extremely random sideslip maneuver beneath the global positioning. Details of the 
experimental setup will be briefly explained and followed by discussion of the testing results. 
 
4.1. Testing Vehicle 
 
As previously specified that the kinematics-based closed-form solution for the wheel slip angle estimation 
was analyzed on the basis of zero longitudinal slip at the both front tires, the testing vehicle must be a rear-
wheel-drive (RWD) platform with free-rolling front wheels. Since the testing vehicle was modified from the 
commercial 1:10th scaled radio controlled drifting chassis—namely HPI Pro-D Spec R—which is originally 
four-wheel drive platform, the front-wheel driving mechanism must be firstly removed. In addition, 
appropriate on-vehicle sensors must be installed so that the real-time information of the steering angle 
control input and all necessary dynamic variables—i.e., the front wheel rolling speeds, the vehicle yaw rate, 
the longitudinal and the lateral accelerations—could be obtained. The perspective view of the testing 
vehicle, including an enlargement of the specially modified installation of front wheel speed encoders, is 
shown in the upper part of Fig. 6 and the top view is also shown in the lower part of the same figure. 
 
 
Fig. 6. The modified 1:10th scaled RWD testing vehicle. 
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To allow manual driving control following command signal of the Futaba 4PK-2.4G Super radio 
control transmitter (TX), standard components—i.e., the Futaba R614FF receiver (RX), the Vortex 
Experience electronic speed control (ESC) with brushless DC motor, the Futaba S3003 steering servo and 
the 7.4-volt Li-polymer battery—were primarily installed on the testing vehicle. To measure the front wheel 
rolling speeds, the US Digital EM 1-1-1250 encoders were modified and mounted into the both front 
wheels. Since a rear differential gear was always locked, the equivalent rear wheel rolling speeds could be 
measured by attaching the US Digital E4P 0.64”-300 encoder on the rear propeller shaft, in order to record 
data for further study. At the vehicle CG position projected on the horizontal plane, the ArduIMU+ V3 
inertial measurement unit (IMU) was installed to provide the direct measurement of the vehicle yaw rate, 
the longitudinal and the lateral accelerations. The Arduino Mega 2560 ADK microcontroller board was 
used as the main processor of the testing vehicle. The XBee Pro 60mW Wire Antenna wireless module was 
applied to provide wireless communication with the outside stationary computer. Furthermore, the 
augmentative circuit was developed to support operation of the installed on-vehicle sensors. Two toggle 
switches were prepared for the adaptable controlling mode of the steering angle and the rear wheel speed, 
between manual control and automatic control. In order to support the vision-based object tracking 
application, the four reflective targets were carefully located on the testing vehicle so that their centroid 
position was coincident with the projection of the vehicle CG on the horizontal plane. The important 
parameters of the developed testing vehicle are shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Parameters of the modified 1:10th scaled RWD testing vehicle. 
Parameter Value 
Distance from the CG to the front axle         13.25 
Distance from the CG to the rear axle         12.25 
Track width       16.20 
Wheel radius         3.25 
 
4.2. Experimental Setup 
 
The preliminary experiment was done by controlling the testing vehicle manually through the radio control 
transmitter so that the vehicle performed random motion with extremely various sideslip around the 
prepared friction surface. During the test, the absolute position and the orientation of the testing vehicle 
were globally specified by using the OptiTrack-Tracking Tools software working with the four OptiTrack-
Flex3 commercial recording cameras, as the experimental setup shown in Fig. 7. 
 
 
Fig. 7. The experimental setup. 
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In addition, the reference experimental time, the current sampling period and data measured by the 
installed on-vehicle sensors—i.e., the steering servo signal, the both front wheel rolling speeds, the rear 
propeller shaft speed, the IMU measured yaw rate, longitudinal and lateral accelerations—were 
automatically transferred to the data logger prepared on another computer through the X-Bee wireless 
communication modules working with the X-CTU software. 
 
4.3. Experimental Results 
 
By using the data collected from the vision-based global positioning throughout the 40 seconds total 
experimental time period, the random motion trajectory of the testing vehicle, along with its corresponding 
orientation, can be plotted on the horizontal     plane as shown in Fig. 8. In both plots of the figure, 
the sky dots represent the path of the vehicle CG position varying with time and the red dots emphasize 
the changing of the CG position in every second. In the first 20 seconds of the test, the vehicle was 
controlled to perform the 8-figure liked trajectory as illustrated in the left plot. The below vehicle mark 
indicates the starting point. The other vehicle mark shows a very large sideslip motion at the 7.5th second. 
In the last 20 seconds of the test, the vehicle was controlled to perform the doughnut maneuver with the 
O-figure liked trajectory as illustrated in the right plot. The below vehicle mark indicates the transition state 
from the previous 8-figure maneuver to the doughnut maneuver at the 18th second. The other vehicle mark 
at the 32.7th second shows that the testing vehicle was countersteering. At that time, the vehicle was 
rotating in the CCW direction with the positive steering angle in the CW direction.  
 
 
Fig. 8. The random motion trajectory of the testing vehicle. 
 
Using kinematic relations, the vehicle sideslip can directly be computed from the time-varying 
information of vehicle position and orientation, obtained from the vision-based global positioning. The 
global position-based vehicle sideslip and the time-varying steering angle obtained from the measured servo 
signal are plotted together in Fig. 9. According to the results, the steering angle was manually controlled to 
vary between 19 degrees in the CW direction and 22 degrees in the CCW direction so that the vehicle 
sideslip changed in the both CW and CCW directions. The angle of sideslip was sometimes so large that the 
magnitude could reach about 88 degrees. According to the plot of sideslip, this driving pattern could be 
inferred to be an extremely various sideslip maneuver. 
At the beginning of the test, the vehicle started running with very low speed. The steering angle was 
controlled to be negative in the CCW direction so that the vehicle rotated about the vertical axis with 
positive yaw rate in the CCW direction. At the low speed, the vehicle sideslip with the same sign 
convention as the steering angle was also changed to negative in the CCW direction too. On the contrary, 
the vehicle sideslip would be in the opposite direction to the steering angle and the yaw rate at higher speed 
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cornering, as can be seen in the resulting plot between the 3rd second and the 37th second. During the 8-
figure liked maneuver between the 3rd second and the 18th second, the steering angle was switched between 
the CW and the CCW directions in order to generate the corresponding yaw rate in the same directions 
whereas the sideslip was always changed to the opposite directions. During the CCW doughnut maneuver 
between the 18th second and the 37th second, the steering angle was mostly controlled to be negative in the 
CCW direction in order to generate the positive yaw rate in the CCW direction. With high speed cornering, 
the sideslip was always positive in the CW direction opposing from the steering angle and the yaw rate. The 
steering angle was sometimes controlled to be positive in the CW direction to perform countersteering 
while the testing vehicle was drifting with very large angle of sideslip such as about 70 degrees at the 32.7th 
second. 
 
 
Fig. 9. The steering angle and the global position-based vehicle sideslip. 
 
The front wheel rolling speeds obtained from the encoder data can be compared with the global 
position-based references as shown in Fig. 10. The encoder-based and the vision-based wheel longitudinal 
speeds of the front right and the front left wheels are compared in the first and the second plots 
respectively. In addition, the encoder-based wheel rolling speed of the both front wheels are compared to 
each other in the third plot. Consider the first and the second plots of Fig. 10; the vision-based front wheel 
longitudinal speeds can be approximated by the encoder-based front wheel rolling speeds. Hence, the 
assumption of free-rolling front wheels without longitudinal slips is acceptable. In addition, the both front 
wheel longitudinal speeds are measurable. 
Consider the comparison between the encoder-based wheel rolling speeds of the both front wheels, in 
the third plot of Fig. 10; the wheel rolling speeds correspond to the driving pattern. Generally, the wheel 
rolling speed of the front right wheel is higher than that of the front left wheel during the positive yaw rate 
in the CCW rotation; on the contrary, the wheel rolling speed of the front left wheel is higher than that of 
the front right wheel during the negative yaw rate in the CW rotation. Therefore, the front right wheel 
rolling speed was sometimes higher than and was sometimes lower than the front left wheel rolling speeds 
during the 8-figure liked maneuver in the first 20 seconds of the test. On the other hand, the front right 
wheel rolling speed was always higher than the front left wheel rolling speed during the doughnut maneuver 
since the 20th second to the end of the test. 
The longitudinal and the lateral accelerations measured from the installed on-vehicle inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) can be compared with the global position-based references as shown in Fig. 11. 
The IMU-based and the vision-based longitudinal accelerations are shown in the first plot whereas the both 
lateral accelerations are shown in the second plot. Consider the both plots of Fig. 11; the vision-based 
references of longitudinal and lateral accelerations can be approximated by the IMU-based longitudinal and 
lateral accelerations respectively. Hence, the both linear accelerations can be assumed to be measurable for 
the wheel slip angle estimation. 
Consider the both plots of the IMU-based accelerations; the accelerations correspond to the driving 
pattern of the testing vehicle. During the 8-figure liked maneuver in the first 20 seconds of the test, the 
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longitudinal acceleration changed its magnitude and direction in a narrow range between -3 and 3 meters-
per-second-squared. The lateral acceleration also changed its magnitude and direction corresponding to the 
apparently switching of the vehicle yaw rate between the CW and CCW rotations. With large angle of 
sideslip during the CCW doughnut maneuver in the last 20 seconds of the test, the longitudinal acceleration 
was the major acceleration component which is the result of the normal acceleration directing toward the 
ICZV. The magnitude of the longitudinal acceleration was about 4 to 6 meters-per-second-squared 
pointing to the vehicle heading direction whereas the magnitude of the lateral acceleration was only 1 to 2 
meters-per-second-squared pointing to the left of the vehicle. 
 
 
Fig. 10. The encoder-based front wheel rolling speeds and the vision-based references. 
 
 
Fig. 11. The IMU-based longitudinal and lateral accelerations and the vision-based references. 
 
The yaw rate measured from the installed on-vehicle IMU can be compared with the global position-
based reference, as shown in the first plot of Fig. 12. Error of the measured yaw rate is also shown in the 
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second plot of the same figure. Considering the first plot, the trend of the yaw rate change could be roughly 
approximated by the IMU measurement. However, significant error of magnitude due to the sensor quality 
still appeared as can ostensibly be seen in the second plot. The use of the IMU measured yaw rate for the 
wheel slip angle estimation may cause some significant error in this study. Higher quality gyroscope and 
appropriate filter for the yaw rate measurement is highly recommended for the further development of this 
estimation methodology. 
Consider the yaw rate plot in Fig. 12 comparing with the steering angle and the sideslip plots in Fig. 9; 
the variation of yaw rate corresponds to the driving pattern of the testing vehicle as previously mentioned 
in the discussion of the sideslip and the steering angle. During the test, the vehicle always rotated to 
respond the steering angle control input. With high speed maneuver, the vehicle sideslip was always in the 
opposite direction of the yaw rate. Since the yaw rate is positive in the CCW direction whereas the sideslip 
is positive in the CW direction, it can be clearly noticed about the concordance between the both plots. At 
the beginning of the test, the vehicle started rotating with the positive yaw rate in the CCW direction to 
response the negative steering angle in the CCW direction at low very low speed. During the 8-figure liked 
maneuver from the 3rd second to the 18th second, the yaw rate was also switched between the CW and the 
CCW directions to respond the steering angle. During the doughnut maneuver from the 18th second to 
about the 37th second, only positive yaw rate appeared in the continuously CCW rotation of the testing 
vehicle. 
 
 
Fig. 12. The IMU-based yaw rate and the vison-based references with their relative error. 
 
By using the proposed kinematics-based analytical closed-form solutions in Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), the 
individual wheel slip angles of the front right and the front left wheels can be estimated from the on-vehicle 
measurable information—i.e., the steering angle, the front wheel rolling speeds, the yaw rate, the 
longitudinal and the lateral accelerations—as plotted comparing with the global position-based references 
in Fig. 13. The estimated front right wheel slip angle was filtered and compared with its vision reference in 
the first plot; whereas the estimated front left wheel slip angle was filtered and compared with its vision 
reference in the second plot. According to the both plots, there are some differences between the filtered 
wheel slip angles and the vision-based references. The trend of the wheel slip angle changes could be 
roughly estimated by the proposed estimation methodology. However, significant error of the wheel slip 
angle magnitudes still appeared during both the 8-figure liked maneuver in the first 20 seconds and the 
CCW doughnut maneuver in the last 20 seconds of the test. The significant error might considerably be 
caused by inaccuracy of the yaw rate measurement, as previously mentioned in the above.  
Consider the vision-based references of the both front wheel slip angles, the variation of individual 
wheel slip angles correspond to the driving pattern of the testing vehicle. During the 8-figure liked 
maneuver in the first 20 seconds of the test when the vehicle sideslip apparently switched between the CW 
and the CCW directions, the both individual front wheel slip angles always changed with the same pattern 
as the vehicle sideslip. However, there was a little difference between the slip angle magnitudes of the both 
front wheels. The magnitude of the front left wheel slip angle is slightly bigger than that of the front right 
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wheel in the CCW rotation. On the other hand, the magnitude of the front right wheel slip angle is slightly 
bigger than that of the front left wheel in the CW rotation of the testing vehicle. 
The number of accuracy for this proposed estimation methodology can be evaluated from comparing 
the filtered wheel slip angles to the vision-based references, as the plots of error angles shown in Fig. 14. 
For the front right wheel slip angle estimation, the maximum positive error was 59.5 degrees in the CW 
direction with the average error of 6.3 degrees; whereas, the maximum negative error was 79 degrees in the 
CCW direction with the average error of 12.6 degrees. For the front left wheel slip angle estimation, the 
maximum positive error was 75.8 degrees in the CW direction with the average error of 12.6 degrees; 
whereas, the maximum negative error was 78.7 degrees in the CCW direction with the average error of 11.2 
degrees. 
 
 
Fig. 13. The estimated front wheel slip angles and the vison-based references. 
 
 
Fig. 14. The relative errors between the estimated front wheel slip angles and the vison-based references. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, the novel cost-effective estimation methodology for all individual wheel slip angle of a RWD 
vehicle at any slip condition has been proposed. The closed-form solutions of the wheel slip angles written 
as functions of the on-vehicle measurable information—i.e., the steering angle, the considered wheel rolling 
speeds, the vehicle yaw rate, the longitudinal and the lateral accelerations—were analyzed from the 
kinematics of a planar four-wheel vehicle, on the basis of no longitudinal slip at the both front tires. The 
obtained solutions were primarily verified by computational simulation through an extremely random 
motion determined by the prescribed functions of the radius of curvature, the vehicle speed, the sideslip 
and the steering control input. From the simulation, the individual front wheel slip angles could be 
completely approximated by the developed estimation algorithm with accurate information of the necessary 
dynamic variables and appropriate switching algorithm. In addition, preliminary implementation was done 
on the developed 1:10th scaled testing vehicle, which was modified so that the steering angle, the front 
wheel rolling speeds, the vehicle yaw rate and the linear lateral and longitudinal accelerations could be 
measured. The testing vehicle was manually controlled to perform extremely random sideslip maneuver 
beneath the global positioning using four recording cameras. By comparing with the vision-based 
references, the individual front wheel slip angles could be well approximated despite extreme tire slip in the 
random maneuver. 
Since the proposed wheel slip angle estimation technique was not developed on the basis of kinetic 
analysis, neither vehicle model nor tire friction model is required for the estimation. In addition, cumulative 
error due to integration is devoid unlike other kinematics-based estimation techniques. However, 
appropriate filters to provide accurate information of the required dynamic variables—i.e., the front wheel 
rolling speeds, the vehicle yaw rate, the longitudinal and the lateral accelerations—are still imperative for 
the further development of practical applications. 
Through direct kinematic relations, the both rear wheel slip angles and the other vehicle state 
variables—i.e., the radius of curvature, the vehicle sideslip and the vehicle speed—can be also conveniently 
obtained. Therefore, this proposed estimation methodology could then be alternatively applied for the full 
range slip angle estimation and the state estimation in advanced active stability control applications dealing 
with extreme tire slip. 
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